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UNIVERSITY Of MISSOURI/SAINT LOUIS

ASUM proposal
to be on ballot
B: Michelle Hillal

CONCERNED: Students, faculty, and staff gathered last week to expreSs their concern over proposed
budget cuts in the UMSL budget [photo by Chuck Higdon].

A motion placing the expansion of the Associated Students
of the University of Missouri
(ASUM) in a student referendum
here, and the submission of the '
1979-80 student government
budget were the major items of
consideration at the March 4
Central Coundil meeting.
, In a roll call vote, the Coundil
passed a motion placing ASUM
on a referendum before the
. UMSL student body. The vote
was 15 for, one against and two
abstentions.
If passed, ASUM would increase Student Activities fees by
$1 per student.
ASUM is a student lobbying
group currently operating only
on the Columbia campus. Recently the organization has at-

_S tudents organize group

tempted to expand its base to
include the Kansas City, Rolla
and St. Louis campuses.
Dave laGesse, ASUM's communications director, reported
that the Kansas City campus
probably won 't be joining the
organization this year. Kansas
City put the ASUM expansion on
a ballot in February. The election is being challenged on
ground of " campaign and election improprieties. But, according to laGesse, " an unofficial
vote shows the ASUM proposal
19 votes short of passage, with
680 against and 651 for the
proposal. ' ,
The ASUM referendum at
UMSL will be put before the
student body on March 27 and
28, on the ballot with candidates
for the Senate.
See "Council," page 2

to combat UM budget cuts
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The ultimate effect," he said,
"is t he end of a first class
university program at UMSL. "
. Committee members spoke
last week with Arthur MacKinney, vice chancellor of academic
affairs, and were assured that
summer school would not be
eliminated. However, the Committee maintains that suggested
eliminations were made without
regard to students' needs. No
rp.al alternative to UMSL exists

Leaders of the newly-formed
Ad Hoc Committee Concerned
With UMSL Budget Problems
urged students, faculty and staff
to take immediate action against
Missouri Governor Joseph Teasdale' s proposed UM budget
cuts. The request came at the
student group 's organizational
meeting March 1.
"It's up to us, " said leader
John Walker, when he asked
in the St. Louis area, they said,
those present to protest reducbecause 0 th er f our year co II eges
tions in UMSL's budget by
writing state legislators. Walker
also asked the group, which
numbered over 50, to circulate
petitions which will be sent to "
Teasdale.
The Missouri State Legislature
Teasdale'S proposal, currently
is currently holding hearings to
awaiting state legislative approvdetermine state budget allocaal, calls for a four per cent cut in
tions for the University of MisUM requested 1979-80 budget.
souri for 1979-80.
Ad Hoc leaders stressed that the
The legislature will be using
cut could result in the eliminar n of at least 115 class sec- three major proposals to make
their decision-the UM budget
tions, as well as several full-time
request, Governor Joseph Teasfaculty positions and teaching
dale's recommendation, and the
assistantships. This in turn could
mean delayed graduations and
recommendation of the Coordinating Board for Higher Educascheduling difficulties for working students, Walker said.
tion .
'

, in St. Louis are private institutions with considerably higher
tuitions.
When questioned as to the
possibility of lobbying in Jefferson City, leaders said plans may
be made to lobby during spring
break. The Committee is also
considering coordinating its activities with other sUM campuses
affected by the cuts.
The Committee hopes to serve
as a source of information to
students and announced that
another meeting would be held
March 8 at 2pm in the cafeteria. ,

State leg-Islature beg-Ins
UM' bU dget hearings

what·s inside
To what point do you rise?
Fourteen UMSL students ,took part last week in the 1979 Midwest
Model United Nations conference at Stouffer's .... ....... .. .... .page 9

I love the dead
Alice Cooper and his snake hit the Checkerdome last Wednesday,
but he wasn't the Alice of old ...................................... page 14

Disturbed by life
Creating humor is Barry Kepp's forte, and he does it for five to
seven minutes per week on KWMU ........... ...... ... ...... .... .. page 6

The baseball pkture

'

A roster of promising UMSL players prepare to open the season
with a win ................. ..................... .......................... page 18

The UM request called for a
13.8 per cent increase in the
total operating budget, which
i ncl uded a seven per cent raise
for salaries and wages. Teasdale's recommendation called for
a 7.6 per cent increase which cut
the salary and wage increase
below 5.5 per cent and eliminated over two-thirds of the university's requested capital items.
It was after Teasdale's budget
recommendation that UMSL
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman
requested that the UMSL departments formulate a budget
request which was within governor's guidelines. The proposal
was then brought up to drop
summer school, but that idea
has since been ruled out by the
UMSL administration.
The CBHE recommendation
was close to the university's,
only differing by $1 million in
the operating budget.
UMSL officials said they expect the final recommendation to
fall between the CBHE and
governor's recommendat ions.
No matter what allocation the
state approves, Teasdale will get
another chance to have his
budget recommendation implemented. The governor has
the right to make line-by-line
deletions in the budget, which
will become part of the final
budge unless the legislature
overturns his veto.

"'-

ANSWERED PRAYERS: Dave LeGesse, ASUM's conmunicatiolll
director, appears to be praying for a successful vote on the ASUfli
referendum voting. Actually he's diSCUSSing the vote at UMK(
[photo by Rick Jackoway].

Applica~ions

for'
Senate available
Election for students to fill the
twenty-five positions to the
UMSL Senate will be held
March 26 and 27.
Deadline for applying for the
positions, to go into effect Fall
semester 1979 is March 12. In

candidates sought the studef1t
positions.
'
Student members, along with
some non-member students, partiCipants in all of tI
:anding
senate committees t:lxcept for

currently enrolled as a full- or
part-time stuqents and not be on
disciplinary or academic probation.

Research and Publication and
Promotion and Tenure Committees. Examples of issues discussed by committees with student participants include curriculum , budgeti ng, graduat ion
requirements and creation of
new degree programs.

The Senate is the governing
body of the campus and is
composed of 75 faculty members
and 25 students. Last year, 39

Information and appl ica ions
are available in the r, t ral
Countil office in 252A Uni'ver'uty
Center and the information , i , 01'

order to qualify as a candidate,
an appl icant must have 12 hours
of academic credit at UMSL, be
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newsbriefs
Performance p\an ned
The music-making of high school students will be the keynote of
"Weekend in Strings," two days of orchestra practice,
performance and recreation planned in conjunction with UMSL's
, fifteenth anniversary celebrations, March 24 and 25.
"Weekend in Strings" is open to all string players in grades 10
through 12, and no auditions are required. The fee for each
participant is $4, and teachers are invited to come along with their
students.
Concert artist and teacher Paul Doktor will work with students
during the clinic sessions, and he will perform for participants and
their families on March 24 at 7:30pm. Doktor will conduct
students in a free public cancert March 25, at 3pm in the Mark
Twain Multi-purpose Building.
Doktor teaches at Julliard School and is known for his
distinguished performances and recordings in the baroque,
classical, and modern repertoires. A pioneer in the use of the
viola as virtuouso solo instrument, he has made frequent
television appearances. His videotape series, "On the Viola and
its Literature," has been televised throughout America.
. For more information call Paul Tarabek at the UMSL music
department, 453-5901 .

Mott· Foundation offers
Education fellowships
Seven graduate fellowships in community education for the
1979-80 academic year are being offered by UMSL in cooperation
with the Charles Stewart Mltt Foundation. The fellowships are
being offered through the UMSL School of Education.
Stipends include five master's fellowships of $4,000 each and
two doctoral fellowships of $6,000 each. Appllta.,ts must have
earned a bachelor's degree and be able to meet the entrance
requirements of the UMSL Graduate School. Preference will be
given to people interested in community education.
.
The deadline for application is April 15. For more information
call 453-5746.
.

Reading Lab gh!es help
The Reading Lab, located in 409 SSB, is designed to. help.
students to take more effective notes, to read assignments with
better comprehension, to study more effectlvefy for examinations,
and to master other skills necessary for survival In college. The.
Reading Lab is staffed by reading specialists and graduate
students.
It ha9 reportedly helped freshmen as well as graduate students
and returning mature students. Students can be helped
Individually and at times when it Is most convenient for them.
The Lab Is open from ~5pm dally and from 8am-8pm on
Tuesday. The Lab is a free service. For more information, call
453-5410.

Schol.a rships offered
The Jewish Federation of st. Louis Is offering a $500
scholarship to an undergraduate or graduate student presently
attending a Missouri college or university.
The funds come from .the Richard L levis Jr. Memorial
Scholarship Fund. ~ scholarship may be awarded to an adult
who IfJ planning to go beck to school. There Is no age limit and
there are no restrictions with regard to the oouraes In which the
applicant wishes to enroll. The only requirement Is that financial
need and scholastic achievements must be demonstrated. The
deadline for applications Is May 1.
For applications, students may oontact the Endowment Program
Department of the Jewish Federation of St. louis, 611 Olive
St.-Sulte 1520, or call 621-8120.

Schwartz receives grant
An UMSL assistant professor of astronomy has bgen awarded
the National Science Foundation grant to study a stage In the
evolution of stars.
Richard Schwartz will investigate the relationships between
objects in space called "Herbig-Haro nebulea" and other objects,
particularly the strong Infrared stars often found near these
nebulae.
Schwartz is trying to clarify man's understanding of mass loss,
a process invOolving the solar wind's sweeping out of the space
between planets and stars. Mass loss is characteristic of
. Herbig-Haro objects.
.
The $8400 National Scrence Foundation grant, which is
renewable, runs through July, 1980. Work for this study will be
carried out at the Kltt Peak Observatory in Arizona and its
southern hemisphere counterpart , the Cerro Tololo Inter-American
Observatory in Chile.

LSAT practice here
Apractice LSAT test-taking session will be held April 14 in 200
Lucas Hall from 9:30 am - 3 pm. Admission is $1.50. Tickets are
available at the Information Desk in the University Center.

Council-------~,.---from page 1
Also on the agenda was student body president Cortez Lof
ton's Central Council budget
proposal for 19~. His original proposal called for a total
request of $17,285 and was
divided as follows (1978-79 figures·are in brackets):

Administration
Postage
Xerox
Telephone Expense
Printing
Office. Supplies

$375 (200)
50 (50)
200 (50)
160 (160)
400 (150)

Projects
Lounge Mini Concerts $400 (400)
Student Orientation
100 (50)
Communiversity
4
(50)
Course Evaluation
4000(2500)
Tou~s, Meeting and
Travel Expense
500 (100)
Payroll
$5OOO(2000}
President
Vice President
4,Em(1500)
Course Evaluation Dir. 350 (250)
Housing Referral Dir.
:n> (0)
Publicity and Publications

Currart Ads.
Newsletter
Yearbook

$150 (150)
300 (300)
100 (75)

Lofton recommended no funding for library materials or
publicity supplies, he said, becauSe he felt they came out of
administration expense.
Floor debate was raised on
whether or not to have a paid
full-time secretary. Several
Counci I members also said that
they though the president's and '
vice president's salaries proposal
was too high.
Jeanne Grossman and Phil
Luther, Council representatives,
raised the point that a paid
fUll-time secretary was needed
for the office to give it "continuity." Luther felt that a secretary
would give the council "professional appeal in administrative
dealings. "
Crystal Smith, student body
vice president, noted that funding for a similar proposal was
cut out of the budget last year
by the Student Activites Budget
Committee.
Sharon Angle, another repr&sentative, said that asking for a
full-time secretary was "ridiculous" and that a salary for the
position would probably be cut
from the budget. "But," she
said, "if the Council would ask
for a part-time secretary at $2.60
per hour, they might get it."
The Council decided to ask for
a part-time student assistant .
The student assistant would

assist the work-study students
working in .the Central Council
office.
Debate then centered around
proposed . salaries for president
and vice president. Currently,
the president and vice president
make $2,000 and $1,500, respec>tively.
Many
Counci I
members
thought Lofton's proposed figures were too high. Council
member Barb Free said "Money
can't buy you the best president.
We're not offering a job to
people. You need dedication. "
Lofton defended his proposal
by saying that he felt a president shouldn't have an outside
job while he or she is president
and that $5,CXX> was the minimum he "felt anyone could live
on without being below the
poverty level." Lofton also noted
that his budget wasn't inflationary, as it actually cut funding on
certain items like Communiversity and library materials.
Yates Sanders, course Evaluation director and Council repr&sentative, said he handles a part
time job along with his Council
duties. He reiterated Free's idea
that " dedication Is needed, not a
big salary." He proposed amending the payroll section to
read:
President
Vice President
Course Eval. Dir.
Housing Referral Dir.
Student Assistant

$4,000
2,800
500
250
2,000

The motion ~ passed by a ·
show of hands to substitute this
proposal for Lofton's.
I'
The Council treasurers' report
noted that the group is currently
running a surplus of funds.
In his report to the Council,
Lofton said he was proposing to
UMSL Chancellor Arnold B .
Grobman that Council members
receive three credit hours for
their participation in the groups
activities. Organization repr&sentatives as well as elected
• members would be eligible for
the credits. Lofton is working
with the political science department ' and Dr. Julia Mueller,
acting dean of Student Affairs,
on the proposal.
Smith noted that Senate Elections will be March 27 and 28,
and that the deadline for appli-

cations was 4pm on March 14.
Phil Luther wanted discussion on
the number of polling places and
their locations. He said that the
ballot box on Marillac campus
wasn't used enough to warrant
its existence.
Tony Bell, a Council representative, suggested that Council
should set up a polling place at
the Mark Twain Building.
. "There ar many students who
spend their whole day there and
don't come to the upper part of
campus," he said. The Council
agreed to have a poll at Mark
Twain rather than at Marillac.
The Grievance Committee r&ported that though students
were aware of an "Open Forum" on Feb 21, there was little
turnout. The ' only grievance
heard concerned a religious
group's freedom of assembly
proplems. It was suggested that
the committee check on Marillac
campus, as there were reportedly a number of grievances there.
The Publicity Committee r&ported that the CounCil newsletter, "The Confidential," is scheduled to appear on the stands
MarCh 8. Mary Bagley is the
editor and Free is the associate
Editor.
The Programming Committee
noted that the groups's two
mini-concerts are scheduled for
April.
In old business , a motion
which would have allowed Central Council to change its name
was tabled. The motion, sponsored by Lofton and Smith, was
withdrawn by Smith.
Brad Collins and Mike Karibian were elected as justices of
the Student Court. A motion that
would have incorporated Senate
members in Central Council as
non-voting members was tabled.
" Central Council meetings are
open to everyone as it is, so
what is the use of incorporating
Senate members?" asked a representative.
The Council unanimously
passed a motion to go on record
as opposing Govenor Teasdale's
budget cut for UMSl. Also
passed was a decision to inform
Chancellor Grobman of the'
Council's oppositlQrl to Teasj- '
dalas budget cut .
The next Central Council
meeting is schedul~ f~r April 1.

...-

~

God has given me this day to use. as I will. I can use II for good or wasle It.
Vl/hat I do loday Is Important. I am exchanging a day of my life for itl Wlen
lomorrow.comes, this day will be gone forever, leaving In Its pla::e somelhing I
have traded tor it. It all depends on ME.
.
I wanl II to be gain, not 1088; good, not evil; suoceas, not failure. I do not want
to regret the prloe I have paid for It.
Read I Timothy 6:17; I TheBsalonlans 4:11 ; Ephesians 4:28.

, .Fr~~' Bible Correspondence Course
PrOVided by: Project Philip-Box 28253
St. Louls.mo. 63132

Nominations for the Amaco
Outstanding Teaching Award of
$ 1000 now being accepted.
Aplications due Mar 16 5:00pm

Send to: .Prof. Earl Wims
1003 Tower
Aplications available at Information Desk

·.---- .........
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newsbriefs
German scholarships
for students, teachers

DONATIONS PLEASE: The Faculty Women's Book Fair was held March 6 and 7. All proceeds were
fI- ~ted to the UMSL library acquisitions fund [photo by Oluck Higdon].

Bookfair benefits library fund
Jim Wallace

-

The UMSL Faculty Womens'
Group sponsored its annual Book
Fair March 6 and 7.
Over 2,CXX) books. were gathered for- this year's fair, "half
agai n as many as were brought
in last year," said Barbara
Walker, the group's co-chairperson.
The profits of the Book Fair
were donated to the UMSL
Libraries acquisitions fund.
Christine West-Musca, co-chairperson of the organization and
administrative associate of the
UMSL library, in charge of
acquisitions said, "Every year a
new area oLneed is picked-filling in gaps in collections and
subscriptions, for example. This

year the money will go towards
making additions to the special
collection of Utopian literature
kept at the Marillac library."
Presently, UMSL's Utopian
collection is the largest and most
extensive in the St. Louis area.
But additions are needed to
make the collection more comprehensive, West-Musca said.
"Usually an excellent response is ellicited from the
UMSL community and outside
public as well," said West-Musca. She added that last year's
bookfair brought in about
$2,300.
The books that are sold are
usually acquired from three different sources: community dona-

tions, library discards, and a
shipment of UMC's bookfair
merchandise.
The Columbia campus' annual
Book Fair is usually on a much
larger scale than UMSL's, as
books are acquired for it from
many of the small towns surrounding Columbia. "UMC has
greater facilities," West-Musca
said, ."but their Book Fair is not
operated by the faculty women."
The books are stored throughout the year in the Blue Metal
Building. "We owe a large
thanks, " said West-Musca, "to
the people in Physical Plant for
their assistance in moving the
hundreds of boxes of books from
the Blue Metal Building to the
J.C. Penney lobby."

Fifty scholarships are available from the Deutscher Akademischer Austouschdienst (DAAD), for language courses at a
Goethe Institute in the Federal Republic of Germany during the
summer and fall of 1979. Those eligible are facultY members and
graduate students who are not studying or doing research in the
field of modern languages and literatures. Applications deadline is
April 12.
Faculty members who are interested in the eight week language
course starting June 7 should contact DAAD New York
immediatly.
Another special scholarship program for freshmen and
sophmores interested in learning German in Germany is
sponsored by the Goethe House New York.
DAAD announces the availabi lity of 25 scholarshi ps for
graduate students and faculty members to participate in the six
week interdiSCiplinary German Studies Summer Seminal offered
by the University of California at Berkely as a part of the regular
UCB Summer Session. The entire seminar will be held in English.
UCB credits may be earned. The special German Studies Summer
Seminar is aimed at non-German speaking advanced students and
young scholars· in the sciences and professional fields who are
interested in improving their understanding of current developments in the Federal Republ ic of Germany.
Applicants need not be enrolled at UC. Application forms for
the DAADscholarships are availablefrom and have to be returned
to DAAD's New York office.
Application deadline is also April 12

Scholarship offered to
Missouri students
1he University of Missouri is interested in seeking nominations
for the Thomas Jefferson Award .
This is an award of a certificate and a check for $500 to be
awarded t.o:· ·A person of the university community who by his
person~1 I~fluence, teaching,writing , and scholarship inspires
those high Ideals for the advancement of which Thomas Jefferson
founded the University of Virginia.
. Nominations should be sent to Blanche M. Touhill , associate
Vice chancellor for Academic Affairs, 409 Woods Hall , by March
12 at 5 pm.

Calvin to lecture

"LET YOUR VOICE COUNT."
"THE ·TI·M E TOACTISNOW." :
BE A STUDENT SENATOR

Professor Melvin Calvin will lecture on plants and energy
production March 9, at UMSL. Calvin won the 1961 Nobel Prize in
Medicine and Physiology for his work on the assimilation of
carbon in photosynthesis, a process now known as the Calvin
Cycle. His talk, which is free and open to the public, begins at 7:
pm in the J.C. Penney Auditorium.
Calvin 's lecture and a series of other events are part of the
sixth annual Missouri Regional Junior Science, Engineering and
Humanities Symposium, taking place here/March 8-10.
Approximately 350 high school students and their teachers will
attend the full three-day.conference as registard participants, but
many events are open Without charge to the publ ic. Members of
the public may register for the entire program. Events for which
regist~ation ~s required include tours, workshops, banquets, 'and
th? fl.e!d triPS to area businesses and agenCies engaged in
SCientifiC research. The conference is made possible by a grant
from the U.S. Army Research Office.
For information about Calvin 's talk or other events in the
symposium, call 453-5811

Curator named to· Board
william G. Cocos Jr. has been nominated by Govenor Teasdale.to
become a member of the UM Board of Curators. If confirmed by
the State Senate, he ,will replace ~~rbra Berkmeyer of
Chesterfield on the board.
Cocos is a plum~ing contractor who lives in Lemay, a South
County suburb of St. Louis. He received a bachelor's degree in
business and public administration from UMC in 1953 and is a
member of the alumni association 's athletic board.

;. ELECTION ,TO BE HELD

MARC~

26;27

INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE CENTRAL COUNCIL
OFFICE-253A U. CENTER AND
THE INFORMATION DESK
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS MARCH 12, 1979, 4:00 pm

Policy committee formed
The UMSL School of Business has formed a Student Policy
Committee to act as a liaeson between the business students and
dean's office.
The committee will work directly with the Undergraduate
Students Committee and the dean's office to bring out concerns of
business students. "Of utmost concern to the Student Policy
Committee at this time is to find the areas of student concern that
should be broUght to light," according to Natalie Mascia,
Committee member.
On the Committee with Mascia ar.e Chris Gaia, John Lobo,
Heanne Rossin, and Peggy Dryer.
The Committee will be setting up a suggestion box on the
second floor of the Social Sciences Building across from the
elevators. At least twice a month the group plans to meet and
discuss the student concerns. The meeting will be open to the
public.
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viewpoints
Editor'ial

fEttE rs
Says
drop of team unfair
.

Council's budget request
. irresponsible~ ludicrous
Central Counci I has submitted an
unbelievably irresponsible budget request to the Student Activities Budget
Committee for consideration.
The request for $17,285 for 1979-80
does not deserve serious consideration
by the Committee. Last year Council
requested $14,400 and received $8,335.
Evidently Council is not taking their
request very seriously.
With the university facing declining
enrollment, and consequently, a decrease in funds to be distributed,
Central Council should be the first to
recognize its responsibility to voluntarily
decrease its budget request.
One of the more ludicrous line items
within Council's budget request is the
wage I payroll section. BefQre being amended by Counci I last Sunday, Cortez
Lofton, student body president, had
requested that $5,<XX> be paid to the
president in 1979-80, an increase of
$3,000 over the president's current

salary. Lofton also suggested that the
student body vice president receive
$4,800 next year, an increase of $3,300.
Council amended these requests to
$4,<XX> for the president and $2,800 for
the vice president when the body
approved its budget request Sunday.
The request submitted to the Committee
will double the salaries of the president
and vice president next year.
It 'is difficult to understand the logic
behind the suggested increases. In the
past two years Council has not demonstrated the need for any real increase in
the budget. Council is presently operating with a large surplus; They have not
been able to exhaust the $8,335 funded
for 197s.79.
Council's request is an insult to the
integrity of the Budget Committee and
to all other student organizations requesting funding, particularly those that
have conSistently put student activities
monies to good use.
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Dear Editor:
As a member of the wrestling
team, I was very upset when I
heard about the decision of the
Athletic Committee to drop the
wrestling program, First, the
wrestling team has been improvi ng each year and next year
looks very promising. We have
seven solid returning wrestlers
and many possible recruits
(these seven wrestlers are all
four-year high school wrestlers),
For example, we have 3 state
qual ifiers and one state cha~
pion all from Ritenour and all
say they will come if there is a
team, How can the wrestling
program be cut just when the
future looks very good?
Second, our side of the argument was never represented at
the committee meeting, It doesn't seem fair that something so
important to us can just be
dropped without hearing our
side at least.
.
Finally, my personal feelings
are very strong, Wrestling has
been a major part of my life
once I entered high school and it

is even more important now. My
high school career was ended
when I dislocated four fingers
. before the state tournament. So,
when I came to UMSL, I had
alot to prove to myself because
as said by some district cx:a;hes,
"I should have at least placed
and maybe even won the state
meet." if the program isdropped now it would be impossible for me to get a good
scholarship to another school
because I don't have a strong
enough college reputation and
this cancels out any possibilities
to achieve my personal goals,
Finally, wrestling has helped me
grow alot In terms of responsibility and dedication, Wrestling ,
as stated by many doctors takes
the most dedication and conditioning and these traits as well
as helping someone physically,
teaches important dedication and
responsibility needed in life,
Thank you for your time and
please consider our side of the
argument.
Sincerely,
Joe Stieven

-

.

Sick over cafeteria food
Dear Editor:
Have you ever heard the joke
,about the fly in the soup???
Well, one day last week I was
surprised by a small bug in my
salad and that's no joke!!! There
I was enjoying my fresh soggy
salad and I looked down and saw
one of God's little specimens of
entomology with his legs (or her
legs, I didn't check) staring up
at me, Needless to say I almost

regurgitated, I can accept an
occasional mistake but a friend
of mine found a hair in one of
the cookies she bought. I have
heard numerous other stories
about atrocities in the food
products served in our government-i nspected cafeteria, I
would like something done to
correct this horrendous situation,
Getting thinner,
Toni Bossola

Hopes Smith leaves soon
Dear Editor:
I think · that Smith quitting a
sinking ship after this disastrous
basketball season is only the
first step toward final retirement! The fact that he apparent, Iy is going to stay on as athletic
director is bad news for the

other sports for the most part, to
say nothing about the women's
sports!
Don't lose faith cx:a;hes, look
what happened in Chicago! !
Sincerely,
Gene Williams
Former UMSL Tennis Coach

Says shows misleading
Dear Editor:
ther-pillow fights while naked),
In the past few months there
the fraternity houses don't look
has been aired on TV a few new
like a WllVil bomb shelter (after
shows about fraternities and
the bombing) nor is everyone
sororities-and having viewed
drunk 24 hours a day (you have
them, I can only say one thingto crash sometime), The point of
they are extremely misleading. I
this letter is a plea to all
fear that these shows may have
students that wanted to join a
an effect on high school students
Greek organization (but were
and university students, which
afraid to) please don't take the
will not only prejudice them
media's word. for it, go through
against Greeks, but affect their
rush, It doesn't cost you anydecisions on whether or not to
thing, and you have the opporjoin a Greek orQanization next
tunity to meet some new friends .
fall, For those of you who think
and do a little more with your
this is a bunch of osvcholOQicai
life than go to school, go to
bullshit, please enroll in Psy- . work, go home, go to school , go
chology 271 with Dr, Lisenby
to work etc, So, t()l it, you'll like
next semester and see what he
it, and if maybe a Greek
has to say (remember, he has a
organization isn't for you, noPHD), Anyway', to get on with
body is going to break your arm
my point, these shows, plus the
trying to get you to join, and you
movie "Animal House" will only
can see for youself first hand
serve to reinforce the negative
what Greeks are really like, Go
-aspects so commonly attributed
ahead, you'll Q
now unless
10 Greek organizations. Such is
you try it. -Thank you,
not the case-sororities do not
Name withheld upon request
have naked pillow fights (ra- ·
Letters to the editor are encouraged and sho.uld be typed,
double-spaced. Letters under 300 words will be given first
consideration. No unsigned lett.rs will be accepted but names
will be withheld upon request.
Letters may be submitted either to the i f ormation desk in
the University Center or to the Current ofice in room 8 Blue
'VI eta I Building.
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Applications
are
now
being accepted for the position
of UMSL Current editor for the ·
1979-80 school year.
Your application.is WELCOME , . if you' are ·qualified.
I

,

The editor will serve a term from July 1, 1979 to
. June 30 , 1980~
~~Dfr®[f~ @[f®@~®[fi]@D[illD~DfrD®@ D[fi]®~(![]~® ~

D

managing the daily operations of
'
the paper .

D formulating editorial policy .
D operatmg and ,maintaining a staff
D .taking sole responsibility for the
/

. paper's content .
.
D the editor should have some .
knowledge of copy editing , format,
-lay-out, & production operations
-

.

The deadline for application i April 4.
A resume and a port folio of Dublished we rk
should be submitted to 8 Blue Metal Builni v
you will be cont~cted about iIiterviews.
•

editor

.

The new

.

UMSL Current editor

will be chosen in April.

'
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Kepp creates comedy show
Romondo Davis
Barry Kepp says that he is
disturbed by life and that it
makes him express himself in
strange ways. " If you're diS*
turbed enough," said Kepp ,
"You'll exhibit behavior that can
be morose or decadent. But I
manifest my displeasure with
the world by creating humor
from everyday life."
And creatjng humor is exactly
what Barry Kepp, an UMSL
student, does for five to seven
minutes every week on the
KWMU Student Staff's "Sunday
Magazine" program. The show
is called the ' ~ Live Culture and
Entertainment Special." Kepp
has spoofed such things as fine
arts radio, punk rock and television programming. Currently
he is doing a take off on
" Battlestar Galactica." I n part
one of \ the three-part series
entitled "Battlestar Agnostica,"
Commander Zeus Baby explains
the fate of a sister ship, the
Atheistica.
. "Already, numerous deviant
religious sects have begun forming. Twenty-eight per cent of the
crew have gotten together under
Kristoffercism,"
he says.
"They're firmly oonvinced that
God .is a oountry-western folksinger-turl1ed actor. Forty-seven
are now follOWing Astigmatism
-they bEneve that they can see
God by inflicting microscopiC eye
injuries on each other. And,
perhaps worst of all, a small but
menacing minority of eight per
cent-a figure that grows daily
-are subscribing to a belief
called Semanticism, which promises them they will receive
salvation if they carefully choose
every single word that they use
for the rest of their liVes."
The Student Staff has had

some talented writers during its
seven-year history, but Kepp's
humor is the most off-beat.
"The Three Stooges really send
me, " said Kepp, trying to justify
his different way of looking at
life. "I defend that kind of
oomedy to those who say it is
cheap and immature." He began
his first radio show with a very
insecure announcer pleading
with the producer not to make
him go on.
" Look, uh, nobody showed
up, none of our people showed
up, so-Me? No, you're crazy,
I'm not gonna go on there and
make a fool outa myself explaining why the idiots didn't make it
for the first show. Uh-uh. No sir,
you-you wouldn't really do
that, wouldja? Ha, ha... (shuffle
papers, clear throat): IGood evening. Tonight is the first in a
series of radio spec-uh, specspecials-5pectaculars, ooming
to you live from the culturalculture and entertainment center
of the Midwest. This series of
shows will provide you with
spec-uh, spec-special-specta
-uh, spectacle no-uh--."
A senior majoring in speech
oommunications, Kepp has ooncentrated mostly on theater
oourses and has been involved
with the University Players. His
first real acting experience, however, was in high school when
he starred in, "You're a Good
Man, Chari ie Brown . " "I've
always been an actor," said
Kepp, "I always played the
class clown."
He first tried his hand at
writing at University City High
when he adapted for stage and
directed "Little Prince." It was
the only thing he'd written that
had been produced until he
became involved in the student
r:adio broadcasts on KWMU.

cl"a ssifieds
For sale: 1978 Pontiac Catelina, air, cruise, ps, pb, AM-FM
stereo cassette, and more. Call
892-5161 after 6pm.
Congradulations, U. Players
on your performance of "The
BI~." from MSSC.
r

....,

Fusion 91, the KWMU StUdent Staff's jazz-rock show, features Oregon tonight at 11 on
Ftv191.
Office help wanted: Night
student looking for daytime employment. Light .typing and
bookeeping. Possible advancement to management position.
For information call John 7217192, 8:30-4:30.
Interested in custom matted
and framed lithograph printsoriginal etchings for home office, gifts? Reasonable p~ices.
Shop at home service. 725-6958
evenings.
().ter is Winter,
Gone is the Snow,
Now's the time to choose
Tom Bartow.
Wanted! Female roomate to I
share apartment with same. Just
5 minutes from UMSL. Call
Jama 423-6516 home or 4m.
5881 Mon-Fri .
'
.
Wanted: Piano teacher. Have
had approximately 7 and onehalf years In classics. Live in U.
Otv area. Call LesliA 72fl...14.c:n

"The thing that got me into
writing for the Student Staff,"
said Kepp, "was a project I had
to do in Phill Rock's mass media
oourse. I did a three-minute oral
report entitled 'Up Your Media.'
It was a parody on a newscasta cross between Chevy Chase
and Richard Dreyfuss. Into that I
inoorporated the assignment of
summarizing a chapter in the
textbook that discussed events in
the TV special 'Roots.' I closed
it with an announcement to tune
in for a sequel called " Routes,"
the story of a Si-state bus that
traced its ancestry back to an old
trolly car in Detroit. It was an
outrageous farce that gave the
class the impression I was a wild
kind of guy."
Two influencial student staffers were in that class-Mike
Greco, program director, and
Sarah Wortman, then the news
diector. They approached Kepp
and asked him to join the group
as a writer. His first piece was a
fourteen-minute oollage of winter and Christmas sounds that
was aired on Christmas eve.
"That built up my oonfidence,"
said Kepp, "so I signed up for
credit in Speech 199 and now
I'm doi ng it for a grade. "
Understanding what Kepp
writes is best made clear ' by
hearing the actual show. He
tries to classify it. by naming
si milar types of oomedy. "I am
inspired by very identifiable
oomedy sources, mainly on radio, like the National Lampoon
Radio Hour and Firesign The-

HUMORIST: Barry Kepp, an UMSL student produces his orIglna
comedy show on KWMU (FM 91) radio station between 11pm aO(
midnight on Sunday nights. He features spoofs on punk rock
television programming and religious sects [photo by Rornondc
Davis].
ater. But popular TV and motion
picture humor including Monty
Python, Saturday Night Live,
and things by Mel Brooks and
Woody Allen move me too."
He offered an example of his
style. "I did a public service
announcement a oouple of weeks
agoi"" I got the idea from an
announcer on another station. It
was a PSA about the exploding
domestic animal population. In
my version, I warned pedeS*
trians to be~e of exploding

dogs, ' If you see a stray (iiiimal,
don't pet it. Call your local
police so they can effectively and
safely detonate these animals,
without endangering human life.
A public service' announcement
from your Humanitarian Societ)!... ,
Kepp's programs involve
hours of production time and
work by the station's student
engineers, Jack Croghan and
Ricardo Barrta. The characters
are drawn from the producers
[See "Kepp, tt page 71

"LET YOUR VOICE .COUNT."
"THE TIME TO ACT IS NOW."

Dependable oollege student to
work 25 to 2a hours per week.
. Must be available for summer
and throughout school year. To
run errands, pick up and deliver
mail, and assist with inventory
control. Good driving record
necessary. South St. Louis location. $3.40 per ' hour. Contact
Gary Fogel bach, Missouri InstitutE! of Psychiatry, personnel
office, 5400 Arsenal Street, St. \
louiS', Mo. 63139, phone 6448784.
Wanted: Experienced female

canoe oompanions for float tripS.
Share in the fun and the
expenses. Call Bob soon, 962-

6680.
For sale: 74 Mazda, RX4
wagon, alc, AM-Fm, automatic,
radials, rear window defogger,
call 353-5632.
Part-ti me business opportunity. Call 721-3850 for more
information .. After 4pm please.
Merry Go Round Pre-School,
next door to UMSL will cater to
teachers and student's children.
Open Mon-Fri. 8am-12 noon,
Tues and Thurs 8am-4:30pm.
Call 382-0548 or 38&-7254.
WIll type any papers needed.
Very reasonable price. Phone
427-7083. Ask for Greg.
For Sale: 1975' MGB oonvertible, AM-FM sterro, luggage
~~~I<.!.Jl!>od conditi on, contact

BE A STUDENT SENATOR
ELECTION TO BE HELD .MAR·CH 26,27
INFORMATON AND APPLICATIONS
ARE AVAILABLE IN THE CENTRAL
COUNCIL OFFICE -253 A

U. CENTER

. , AND THE INFORMATION DESK
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS MARCH 12 1979 4:00 ' m
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MMUN simulates international cooperation
Rick Jackoway
Two limousines left from
UMSL bound for McOonalds,
February 28. Inside seven UMSL
students, members of the Model
United Nations Club were discussing Japanese politics. It was
a most unusual scene.
Thus, began the 1979 Midwest
Model United Nations (MMUN)
convention. The limousines were
the concoction of Pat Connaughton, UMSL model UN president,
who rented them to transport
the UMSL delegation to the
convention
The trip to McQ)nalds was
done as a gag and was well
received by the delegation and
curious onlookers. Going from
McQ)nalds to Stouffer's Riverfront Inn, where the convention
was held, Connaughton attempted to justify the limousines in
relation to the cost of taking
taxis, but most agreed that it
was just a little showmanship.
C6"nvention officials played
their part by forming a reception
line to greet the UMSL delegation when the limousine arived
at Stouffer's.
The MMUN convention is held
annually at Stouffer's and draws
participants from throughout the
midwest. This year 61 Universities from 13 states sent around
500 delegates to the conference.
Proceedings began poorly for
the UMSL delegates, who represented the delegation from Japan. Eleven resolution which the
group had prepared in the weeks
before the conference had been
lost in the mail and the group
would to get other countries to
ro-sponsor the resolutions if they
were to be discussed.
Eventually the delegation was
able to get one resolution signed
by the required twelve delega-

tions. The resolution, which concerned the sovereignty of the
moon, was discussed by the
Political and Security Committee, but the resolution died
quickly there.
In the Legal Committee, the
Japanese delegation had trouble
also. A Japanese delegate made
a slight faux pas when a
discussion with the Mexican
delegation became heated. "I
find it hard to give credence to a
country that can't keep 10 per
cent of its populus in its borders, " the Japanese delegate
declared. "Hell , there are as
many Mexicans in Texas as
there are people."
With that, Mexico broke off
all diplomatic relations with Japan. Even in the mock United
Nations, relations can get very
serious.
In the Economic and Social
Council (ESOSOC) the dialogue
and actions of the delegations
closely resembled the workings
of the real United Nations with
the third world countries forming a block and pushing through
legislation favorable to third
world countries.
The ECOSOC working group
was one of the more unusual of
the MMUN groups in that it was
made up of ten countries with
the responsibility of producing
only one resolution, the other
groups producing at least three
and discussing about ten resolutions apiece.
.
The resolution was for a
uniform code of. sanctions to be
applied to nations violating human rights. Unlike the other
committees, the working group
was forced to obtain absolute
concenses on fNery section of
the document. This was no easy
task in a group which included
delegates from Japan, USA,

USSR, China, Uganda, Iran,
Poland, Finland, Mexico, and
Romania.
The group set a MMUN
record by working 31 hours on
the code, at one point working
18 of 20 hours, before reaching
unanimous agreement.
But the code fell victim to
strong resistance from the third
world block In the full ECOSOC
committee and the final vote of
12-12-1 defeated the resolution.
Along with the committee
sessions, there was also sessions
of the general assembly to
discuss and vote on resolutions
that were passed out of committee, except for ECOSOC resolutions which did not require
general assembly approval.
On the general assembly floor,
ihe third world countries again _
displayed their control over the
UN proceedings by voting as a
majority block.
The final resolutions passed
by the general assembly covered
a variety of topics.
One resolution demanded that
nuclear military weaponry be
refrained from use on earth-orbiting satellites. Another decided to admit membership in the
United Nations to Q)minica and
St. Ludia.
One of the most controverisal
resolutions demanded the right
of the displaced Palestinians to
return to their -homes in the
territories of the West Bank, and
the Gaza Strip. It also called for
the return of the Golan Heights
to Syria and recognized the PLO
as the sole representative of the
Palestinian people. .
The four-day convention was
not entirely resolutions and
meetings, though. The convention schedule left ample time for
what was called caucusing. Caucusing in actuality closely re-

sembled partying and included a
disco dance on Thursday night.
This time was to be used to
gain support for resolutions but
little actual caUCUSing was reported. Most of the time was used
to meet the other delegates. In
fact, fNen with the caucusing,
few participants knew the names
or home universities of the other
delegates. They were known
strictly by their countries and
after a while it was normal to
hear people greeted as "Mexico," "Germany," and various
other countries.
The delegates met other pe0ple, too. On an elfNator going

back to their hotel rooms, two
delegates had an interesting
experience. A dei.egate from
Japan and Romania rode the
elfNator with the boa trainer for
Alice Cooper and the boa, who
appeared to be resting comfortably after a concert earlier.

When asked about his occupation, the trainer replied, "It's no
stranger than running around a
hotel acting like I was from
Romania. " The man had a good
point, but it didn't seem to put a
damper on the spirits of anyone
participating in the convention.

Kepp
different roles in one five-minute
from page 6
show. "That aspect of my ability
list of friends including Margo is very superficial," admits
Cavanaugh, John Hand, Patty Kepp . "My performance on
Bland, Debi Brown-all theater these shows is presentational
students, and radio people like rather than representationalJim Wallace, Phil Boone, and surface acting as opposed to
Frank Bunkers. " I'm not the deep acting. I consider my stuff
type of writer who writes scripts more schtick than anything else.
I'm being an impressionist, alwith actors in mind. I cast my
shows after I've written them. I
though I don't approach it that
way. It's just the way it comes
try to invision who I know that
could best do the part. "
out. I have a talent for doing
voices and dialects. Because of
Kepp is critical of his own
that I can say my theater
work because of its complexity,
experience hasn't had much of
saying, "I have trouble keeping
things simple. Too much action
an effect on my radio work. "
going on, ' too many parts. or . Although Kepp doesn't have
any plans to continue as a
sound effects all can make the
writer, h~ expects he'll be dOing
production more trouble than it's
worth. " For that reason he tries
his "Live Culture and Entertainto keep the cast as small
ment Specials" until something
possible by doing many of the
different comes along. "This is
parts himself. Kepp's· talent for - . giving me a lot of really good
changing his voice and character
experience in writing , producing
is one of the things that makes
and directing radio shows," he
the show interesting.
said. " But I think I'd rather
Kepp denied that his acting
make candles in the mountains,
experience had much to do with
maybe, or some type of governmentjob."
his ability to handle two or three

as

Playing at LaRocca's

rne~/cana

TRILOGY
1

ROUND·TRIP ST. LOUIS

- MEXICO CITY

Beginning May 14, Mexicana Airlines will offer substantial discounts for
students and 'faculty traveling to Mexico. This program can save you up to
$140.00 off the normal round-trip fare. You can remain in Mexico for as
long as you want (one day to six months).

We have prepared a colorful brochure to fully describe this fare and how
you can qualify.
Travel Coordinators and Mexicana are also offering Summer Study Programs
at Mexico's finest colleges and universities. There are a wide variety of
courses offered. A few examples are: Anthropology, Architecture, Arts and
Crafts, Botany, Ceramics, Folk Dances, History of Mexico, International
Business, Journalism, Latin American P\o litics and Economics, Mexican
Educational System, Psychology, Sociology, Spanish Language and literature, and Theatre.
We will also be happy to send you information on these schools.

Please send me your brochure describing this fantastic $153.00 fare to
Mexico and/or information on the Student Study Programs.
Name ________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________~--------------~----School __~-----------------------------------------------My Travel Agent is _________________________________________

o Send information
on the discount
;
, airfare program. ,
o Send information on the Student Study Programs.

MEXICANA AIRLINES
7701 Forsyth • St. Louis, MO 63105

Thur Fri Sat

Bi II ~rosch .

741-4993
-

A MASTERS DEGREE
FOR CAREERS IN
--Health care delivery
- --Health promotion

Li'

St. Louis University
Medical Center

PROGRAM IN COMMUNITY
HEALtH SCIENCES
The Program offers:

-training in public health _Within the
St. Louis aera
-part-time or full-time enrollment
. -concentrations in health planning
health organizations and health
education
-field traning through an internship in
a local or national health organization
t

For further informatiOn wr.ite or call :
Program in Community Health Services
Sl. Louis University Medical Center

1402 South Grand Boulevard
51. Louis, tvIo 63104
(314-e64-9800, ext. 119)
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EARN OVER $650 A MONTH
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR
SENIOR YEAR.
If you're a junior or senior majoring in math, physics or engineering,
the Navy has a program you should know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-Collegiate
Program (NUPOC-C for sbort) and if you qualify, you can earn as much
as $650 a month right through your senior year. Then after 16/ weeks of
Officer candidate School, you'll receive.an additional year of advanced
technical education. ·This would oost you thousands in a civilian school,
but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of training,
you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy. There .are fewer than 400 openings and only one of
every six applicants will be selected. _But if you make it, you'll have
qualified for an elite engineering ffaining program. With unequaled
hands-on responsibility, a $24,000. salary jn four years, and gilt-edged
qualifications for jobs in private industry should .you decide to leave the
Navy later. (But we don't think you'll want to.)
Ask your placement officer .to. set · up an intervjew with a Navy
representative when he visits the campus, or contact:
Lt. Jesse M. Trice 111 . Dept. of the Navy '
210 N. 12th St.
St. Louis, Mo. 63101
{314}268-2505
Call Collect, Station -to-Station

The NUPOC-Collegiate program. .It can do more than help you finish
college: H can lead to an exciting career opportunity.

My doctor

~JlOUDCed

me cured

of cancer.
~oss
~.
,

t,

i

My boss didn't understand that I was healthy

again.

So I was let go .
A lot of people are like
my boss. They think that
everyone dies of cancer. I
thought so, too. Until the
American Cancer Society,
through one of its service
and rehabilitation programs,
helped me rerurn to a
normal life.
The ACS also has local
Units that help Americans
who've never had cancer
understand it better.
Today, more and more,
cancer is a curable disease.
Ignorance about cancer is
curable, too.

NAVY OFFICER.
ITIS NOT JUST A JOB,
ITIS AN ADVENTURE.

American Cancer
Society
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STEP UP TO EXCELLENCE
IN PROGRAMMABILITY.
STEP UP TO HEWLETT-PACKARD.

SEE YOUR HP DEALER BEFORE
I

HP-33E. Scientific. $100. 48 lines
Ease-of-use. HP programmables
Whether you're just starting out, or
use just one line of memory for
well into advanced programming , a
of memory. 8 addressable
one, two, three or four keystrokes
step up to proven Hewlett-Packard
registers.
-- effectively doubling or tripling
programmability is the logical
HP-38E. Advanced Financial.
memory capacity.
choice.
$120. Up to 99 lines of memory. 20
Hewlett-Packard pioneered the
Continuous Memory. Use one or
addressable registers.
world's first handheld
more programs frequently? An HP . HP-29C. Advanced
programmable calculators. Since
with Continuous Memory will save
Programmable with Continuous
then, HP quality, performance and . you time and trouble by saving
Memory. $175. Technical
programs and data when it's
ease-of-use have continued to set
applications. Up to 98 lines of
the standard of excellence. If you . switched off.
memory. 30 addressable registers
demand excellence from yourself,
"Smart" card reader. Only HP
-16
with Continuous Memory.
you deserve an HP programmable.
has it. Saves you time, trouble and
HP-19C. Advanced Printing
confusion. Lets you load aJi or part
Programmable with Continuous
of a program in any order. And
Memory. $225. Same as HP-19C
EXCELLENCE BY
load data from all or selected
with addition of printer.
DESIGN.
registers back onto a card for
HP-67.
Fully-Programmable.
reference.
Every feature of an HP
$450.
Both
technical and business
programmable is there to help you
applications . Up to 224 lines of
ANHP
work faster and easier:
program memory. 26 data- storage
PROGRAMMABLE
FOR
RPN logic. For simplicity and
EVERY
NEED.
registers.
control in solving both long and
HP-97.
Fully-Programmable with
short calculations, RPN logic
From basic science to advanced
Printing. $750. Same as HP-67
excels . That's why aJi HP
finance, HP has a programmable
prograrnmables use it.
with addition of printer.
for you:

•

•

I

UP YO
$85 VALUE

FREE
Thinking programmableJ Then think
Hewlett·Packard. Buy any HP program·
mabie between March 1 and April 30,
1979, and receive a coupon redeem·
able for up to $85* of software free .
$10* SOFTWARE FREE. Buy an
HP·33E Scientific or HP·38E Advanced .
Financial Programmable and take your
pick of any two Application Books .
$30* SOFTWARE FREE. Get an
HP·29C Advanced Programmable or
HP·19C Advanced Printing Program·
mable-both with Continuous Memory
-and take your pick of any four
Solutions Books.
$85* SOFTWARE FREE. Purchase an
Hp·67 Fully Programmable or Hp·97
Fully Programmable Printing Calcula·
tor -and choose anyone prerecorded
Application Pac plus any five Users'
Library Solutions Books.
"'Suggested re tai l price excluding applicable state and
local ta xes - Continen tal USA. . Naska a n d Hawaii

'10% Store Discount on all Calculators and Accessories
MOD·

Thor
M~ercharge

8:30 am - 7:30 pm
,Fri

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Sat & Sun closed

•

VISA •

accepted

8:30 am . 4:30 pm

..

&

In the StUdent Union
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Where world
diplomacy ·begins
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"To what point do you rise, Japan?"
" Point of order, Mr. Chairman."
" On order."
"The State of Japan moves to divide the
question on this resolution."
This was the scene in the General Assembly of
the 1979 Midwest Model United Nations oonference, held Feb. 28-March 3 at Stouffer's Riverfront Inn.
Fourteen UMSL students participated in the
conference, spending 10-18 hours a day in
oommittee meetings and caucusing.
Originally representing only Japan, the UMSL
group later took charge of delegations from
Ethiopa, Ubya, Italy, the Palestine Uberation
Organization, and Vietnam.
The event is held annually in St. Louis and
draws delegations from fNf!JIy Midwest state and

from as far away as Pennyslvania. This year 61
colleges and universities took part.

Clockwise, from top left: two delegates take 8'
break during the General AsserImIy to catch up on
some sleep lost to caucusing; three UMSL
delegates of Vietnam prepare a response to an
opposing view during debate; Pat Connaughton, .
UMSl's head delegate, raises Japan's placard
during a vote; the General AsserImIy's chairman,
secretary, and legal counsel discuss a matter of
procedure; delegates party In Stouffer's South
Tower after committee meetings; part of the
delegation leaves UMSL via limousines; the
General Assembly In session; two UMSL del.
gates, ~tlng different countries, dllCUll
how they'll vote on an amendment; and an UMSL
delegate representing Italy votes. Center: ~
gates from UMSL rept'8I8I1tIng Ethiopia listen to
the debate [photos by Ronalda DavIs].
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.

6The Blacks' focuses on black-white conflict
Unda Tate

"The Blacks," presented by
the University Players I~t weekend, w~ a complex statement of
black rights and claims to racial
superiority. Written by Jean
Genet, the play focused on white
prejudices and black savagry.
All technical facets of the show
--costumes, setting and choreography-<:ambined with the acting to create a strong feeling of
black rawness.
Directed by Denny Bettisworth
and assistant director Linda Piper, the play centered on a
group of black actors who were
putting on a performance for a
judicial court portrayed by
blacks, wearing white theatrical
~ks.

Archibald Absalom Wellington, played by Mark Gray, led
the actors in a re-enactment of a
murder of a white woman,
evidently done' by one of the
black actors. Gray ~ excellent
in his portrayal, with smooth
acting and convincing deliverance of his lines.
The supposed murderer, [)eo..
datus Village, ~ played by
Norman McGowan. McGowan,
like Gray, played his part well.
While the character hated the
whites ~ the other black actors
did, he seemed to have less
backbone and ~ more susce~
tible to white condescension
than the others.
Village's lover and the neighborhood prostitute, Stephanie
Virtue Secret-Rose Diop, was
played by Paulette Elaise. Elaise
offered a gutsy, yet sleek performance, successfully bringing
her bitterness towards malesblack and white-to life. Unlike
the other characters, she seemed
less preoccupied with white prejudices.
Due to their toleration and
indifference to white feelings of
superiortty, Village and Virtue
were linked ideologically, ~ well
~ physically. The two seemed
almost separated from the group
and played out a mini-story
within a story. In fact, the main
storyl i ne was stopped several
times throughout the play to
focus on the developing relation~Ship bet~. yillage a.!ld Virtue.
: Playing the "queen" of the
blacks-or perhaps the female
~ spokesperson for the group-

i

~ Sharton Tarkington ~ Felicity Trollop Pardon. She played
her part excellently and gave a
stirring monologue towards the
end of the show.
Kathy Taylor-Bi/al gave one of
the best performances of the
show in her portrayal of Augusta
Snow. Like the other blacks,
especially the women, she ~
filled with a bitter hatred of the
whites. Her lines were more
tightly executed, however, giving 'her hatred a more cutting
~ biting tone.

sing her displeasure at "stooping" to playa white person.
To fit with the image of white
paleness and meekness, the
other characters of the court
lacked any identities. They
merged to form a passive,
uncommitting institution.
During the course of the
show, the blacks brought up
many perceptions blacks and
whites have of each other. They
referred to the whites ~ "pale"
and "livid." They answered
white perceptions of blacks ~

... the play said a lot about blacks
and who they are.
A humorous performance w~
given by Eric Johnson in his
portrayal of Diouf, the town part
son. Being a "stuffed shirt"
who, like VillaQe and Virtue, put
up with the wnites, he ~ put
down and kicked around by the
other blacks. In some of the
most humorous scenes of the p
lay, Diouf played the dead
victim in the r&enactment of the
murder. Donned with a white
~k, gloves, and a yellow skirt,
he lost his identity ~ a black
and w~ eventually accepted by
the white judicial court.
Other members of the black
actors group were Adelaide B<>bo (Deborah Taylor) and Edgar
Alas Newport News (Robert
Kent).
.
The white judicial court w~
made up of the missionary
(Deland Edwards), the judge
(Edward Moorehead), the governor (Erwin Banston), the
queen (Pamela Hart) and the
valet (Cedric Anderson).
Hart was exquisite in her
portrayal of the uppity, snobbish
white queen, who found the
blacks "smelly" and beneath
her. Speaking in a high-pitched
voice suggesting bi~ hypocrisy, Hart successfully created
.the stereotype of a white, rich
woman.
Hart's talents culminated in
her monologue to the whites,
when she removed her ~k to
speak ~ a black. Addressing
herself to the white spectators.
she delivered bitter lines expres-

"smelly" and animal-like, sa' ,
ing they were animal-like and
therefore real people, being raw,
savage and wild.
To go along with this underlying theme of black savagry,
Janet Powell , costume designer,
dressed the blacks in costumes
reflecting animalistic ideals,
topped off with vests, scarves,
and other smaller pieces of
clothing made of leopard and
zebra skins. All of the blacks
were barefoot.
The whites, on the other
hand, were dressed in "stately"
court dress, representing the
reserved, pompous attitude of
the stereotypical white.
Jim Fay, scenic designer, created a set that fit the ideas and
atmosphere of the play. A patchwork curtain served as the
backdrop and the setting w~
simple and crude. Everything on
the stage contributed to the
image of wildness and to the
feeling of African roots.
Several times throughout the
play, the black actors stamped
out a haunting African beat
when they particularly wanted to
emphasize their untamed natures. Combined with the subdued lighting, It added much to
the tone of the play .
The pieces of the show fit
together quite well to create a
tight, yet unlimited feeling of
black gutsiness. Whi/e complex
and in-depth, the play said a lot
about blacks and who they are.

OH, REALLY: Members of the University Players .play the
pretentious, POqJOUS white Judicial court. From left to right are
Cedric Anderson as the Valet, ErwIn Banston as the Governor
Pamela Hart as the Queen, Edward Moorehead as the Judge, and
Deland Edwards as the Missionary [photo by Skip PrIce].

Nominations are now being
recieved for the
Thomas Jefferson Award:
"A person of the University Community
who by his personal influence, teaching,
writing, and scholarship inspires
tho.se high ideals for the advancement
of which Thomas Jefferson founded
the University of Virginia."

Send names to Blanche Touhill,
409 Woods Hall, .
WHO DONE IT?: Norman McGowan, as Deodatus Village, the supPosed murderer of a white woman,
re-enacts the scene leading up to the murder. Playing the white woman for the nHnaCtment Is Eric
Johnson, who played DIouf In the University Players production of "The Blacks" last weekend [Photo by
SkIp PrIce].
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Theatre of Deaf-gives excellent performance
Karen Klein and Unda Tate

The 'sounds of silence' came
to life here last Saturday nig/Jt
as the National Theatre of the
Deaf performed in the J.C.
Penney Auditorium. The group
presented "Quite Early One
Morning" and other works by
Dylan Thomas and "Vol pone"
by Stephan Sweig, based on a
work by Ben Jonson.
Although the principal actors
in the show 'spoke' through sign
language, hearing spectators
were able to understand their
lines through interpreters.
The first act was based on a
combination of several poems on
a combination of several poems
by Dylan Thomas. "Quite Early
One fv1<>rning" was an impressive sketch, with actors portraying churches, buildings , and
certain townspeople. Another
poem depicted a family in the
morning, with the usual banterings between children and grumbling parents. To round out the
image, two actors played the
family 's pet dogs, creating one
of the funniest scenes of the
evening. The last poem took the
family to the beach for a
holiday.
The organization of the selected poems was tight, with each
, flowing into the next without a
break. Director Dennis Scott ,
along with the actors, excellently
interpreted the works, bringing
a small English village to life.
The set, designed by O:ivid
Hays, was simple, constructed of
a few platforms at varying
levels, Spectators had to use
their imagination to fill in any
concrete details. The set worked
particularly well in the beach

scene, where umbrellas were
used and the presence of sand
was suggested. Actors pantomining emptying their shoes . of
sand-heightened the effect.
The backdro,p consisted of
panels of varying shades of light
blue, which could change the
mood of the play with different
uses of lighting. Costumes from
this part of the show were also
effective.
The only real problem with
the first act resulted from a
difficulty with integrating the
actors and the interpreters. Because the interpreters were not
separated from the group, the
audience tended to watch the
speakers, instead of the actual
actors.

We serve the UMSL faculty, staff and
students with a6% dividend on regular
savings. We have share drafts
the
interest bearing type of c.hecking a~count.
- In all, we offer nearly 30 financial
services. To join our cre,d it union, simpty
open. a regular share savings account
with a $25 or more deposit.
No membership fee.
When you join, you become part owner
of this $21 million financial institution.

us for details

Each member account insured to $40,1)00

8NCUA

by Admi";strator. National Credit Union Administration

Phone 534-7610

The two acts together created
an , entertaining evening. Not
only did the interpreters have
excellent voices, but their spok-

en lines and the actions of the
players were well-timed and
tightly put together.
The experience of the group
was evident as they performed a
professional and polished show.
Considering the high esteem the
National Theatre of the Deaf
holds throughout the country,
UMSL was fortunate to host its
performance.

In addition to entering from
offstage, actors sometimes entered from Volpone's trunks,
hiding ahead of time and pop-

Join .St. Louis Teachers
Credit Union
~ ••• it's like owning
your ~wn bank

365'! Forest Park
St. louis. Mo.,63108

Vv'hile all of the actors were
professional and good in their
portrayals, Rita Corey and Sam
Edwards stood out. Corey, who
played Madame and the Second
Sister in the first act and
Columba in the second act, had

excellent facial expressions and
was smooth and enthusiastic in
her motions. Edwards was especially impressive in his portrayal of Cor~io, a decrepid,
old man.

The second act, "Vol pone, "
was much livelier than the first.
The set and costumes were more
colorful and vivid and the problem of distinguishing interpr~
ters and actors was nonexistent.
The interpreters, Candace
Broeker, O:ivid Fitzsimmons and
Benjamin Strout, were extremely
versatile, voiCing characters
from an old man to a Mae
West-type prostitute. Positioned
on the side of the stage, the
speakers also served as property
persons and created the sound
effects used throughout the play.
The scenery was quite elaborage in "Vol pone" and the acting
revolved around Vol pone's bed,
which was constructed on a
scaffolding and elevated about
eight feet off the stage. A trunk
filled with gold was in the center
of the stage and other trunks .
were scattered off its side.

OWN
ABANK

Cal~

ping out unexpectedly during
the middle of scenes.

Assets: $21,000,000 .
Members: 19,500
(Full Mail Service)

OH, NO!: Members of the National Theatre of the Deef presented two acts last Saturday night In the '
J.e. Penney Auditorium. Shown In "Volpone," the players are, from left to right, Rita ~f1'/, Shamy
Mow, Sam ~.~ ~_ Aquiline ~to courtesy of the NatIonaI1heatre of the Deef]. '
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Allice Cooper expresses delusions in concert
moved in unison. the scene was
visually exciting.
Cooper then took an injection
from a seven-foot needle which
lie up and said "truth serum,"
while "Unfinished Sweet" was
played in the background. From
there, he moved into one of the
most enjoyable tunes of the
evening. "Welcome to My
Nightmare." complete with
smoke. dancing spiders, and
large-faced monsters.
"Only Women Bleed" was
next as Cooper maintained a
balance between his hard-rock
, numbers. and ballads all evening. Wife Sheryl Cooper
danced on the movie screen

Joe Nuccio

during the song wearing (what
else?) a red dress.
" Eighteen" followed and then
it was "Go to Hell." As Alice
sang. two women came out on
either side of him wearing black
boots and cracking whips. Sadomasochism reigned supreme
when Cooper took the whip from
one of the girls and began beati
ng her. He had to be carried off
the stage by an "intern."
The band played a short
instrumental which started as
" [)evil's Food" and ended with
"Wish You Were Here" while
Cooper rested. Then he came
out and did "Billion Dodllar
Babies." "You and Me," and

Last Wednesday night. rock's
madman, Alice Cooper, brought
his $900.000 stage show to the
Checkerdome. The theme behind
the tour concerns Cooper's bat. ties, frustrations. and delusions
in an asylum.
After an introduction by a
nine-foot cyclops dressed in a
tuxedo that this was "The Alice
Cooper Story," the show began.
Cooper has been incorporating
films into his recent tours and
it's been refreshing and effective. The concernt opened with
movie Clips of a brewery assembly line. Then Cooper popped
out of the giant video screen .
that extended across the stage r--....:....-----~---------------
and opened with the title track
of his latest album, "From the
Inside."
As he sang about his pr
problems with liquor (Cooper is
a reformed alcoholic). four dancers came out dressed as bottles
of alcohol. They depicted vodka.
tequila , and two brands of
whiskey and did short dance
routines .

'nIE ......

Things seemed a bit less
pretentious on the next number
entitled "Serious." From there,
Cooper moved into " I Never
Cry" and "Quiet Room " both of
which he sang on his knees.
Next came ,. Nurse Rozetta. ··
a song about a nurse with '
strange tastes who i nevitably
rapes Cooper. The dancers were
once again employed for this
number and all the stage lights
were turned off. As it turned
out. they had fluorescent c0stume designs superimposed on
their regular costumes. As they

with his pet boa constrictor
draped across his body. "No
More Mr. Nice Guy." Two new
songs. "Wish i Was Born in
Beverly Hills" (which incorporated the use of 3(}.foot long
"folding" Rolls-Royce) and
"How You Gonna See Me
Now,'" Cooper's latest hit single
were played.
The highlights of the show
were "Ballad of D.vight Frye, "
and " Dead Babies. " On the
former. Alice came out clad in a
straight jacket saying. "I wanna
get outa here .. .. " acting totally
psychotic.
"Dead Babies" was the climax. Some of the lines were

changed-instead of singing
"ate a pound of aspirin," for
instance, Cooper changed it to
"swallowed a pound of qUcr
ludes"-but this only added to
the generally insane atmosphere.
Cooper was at his most grotesque when he stabbed "little
Betty" with a sword. I loved it.
He then tossed the doll into the
crowd where it was decapitated
by several fans all trying to take
the souvenir home with them.
Well . murder is a "serious"
crime; so now Alice had to pay.
There was a large electric chair
situated at center stage and

MONEY.

~@~IEWo
,

MONEY.
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727-0081
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Cooper'- - + - - - - - - - - - several band members strapped
Cooper into · it. As the stage
lights were turned out, the lights
from the chair went on in a
scene that was, at the very least,
clever. Not that this is anything
new to Cooper, (he used it in
stage shows from 1971-72) but,
after seeing him cut off his head
three times, it was a pleasant
change of pace to see AI ice
" fried . "
" We're All Crazy" followed
and then came t he encor e,
" School's Out . " During t h is

'"

tune Cooper introduced the band
member~ and they all performed
solos. He concluded by saying
"IL hate disco, I hate disco"
and he was cheered with thunderous applause. (A careful listen to his latest LP, however,
reveals an underlying disco beat
in some of the songs. Not even
rock's ultimate nightmare can
escape the Donna Summer syndrome).
On the whole, Alice Cooper 's
" Madhouse Rock" was visually
and musically satisfying. For
someone who's never seen him,
it was a well-executed summary
of everythi ng he's done up to
this poi nt. Indeed, he didn't

Music concert
PLACES PLEASE: Denny Bettisworth, director- of the Univer,it)
Players, will be the guest speaker at the next meeting of ttl«
Interdisciplinarians. Bettisworth will discuss last weekend's Univer,
sity Players' production, " The Blacks," on Sunday, March 11 a'.
2pm In 211 Clark Hall. The public is invited and there is no charge
[photo by Romondo Davis J.

excellent music
•

•

night

all occasions

*****

•
magIC

*****
graduation parties

discounts available to fellow UMSL students call Rich at 741-2526

to be held
The Symphonic Band and
Wind Ensemble will present a
free concert on March 11 at
8pm, in the Mark Twain Building.
The Wind Ensemble will perform Handel's "Music for Two
Wind Bands" and Haydn's "St.
Anthony Divertimento. " The
band's program includes John
Barnes Chance's "Symphony
Number Two for Band" and
Morton Gould's "Ballad for
Band. " Both groups are conducted by Warren Bellis, an UMSL
professor.
For more information, call

miss a trick, Including breaking
a bottle over his head. But the
dancer's parts were sometimes
overdone and much of .the performance was taped.
Cooper has evolved into more
of a Broadway show than a rock
concert . It wasn 't always like
that. There was a time when the
band just played and Alice took
care of all the stage antics. Now
everyth ing is timed and pre-set.
Any musical spontaneity is de§:"
troyed.
Still, the show was well polished,
excellently
choreographed, and the 9O-minute performance was definitely worth
the purchase price.

U.Players accepting scripts
The University Players are
accepting scripts for their annual
children's summer shown until
April 2.
Though the show is traditionally an original student script or
one adapted by a speech major
at UMSL, non-speech majors are
also encouraged to submit material, whether original, adapted,
or copywritten .
The show will be produced in

mid-July. Past shows have been
both musical and nonmusical,
and usually run no longer than
one hour to accoroodate the five
to seven year old audience.
Scripts should be submitted to
the speech office, in 590 Lucas
Hall, before April 2. The University Player's Executive Committee wi II choose the show and
announce their selection the
following week.

4535001 .

Thousands Of
Dollars Found In
Trash.On Campus.
Check around your campus community. You, too,
may be able to collect an educational award of up to a
thousand dollars if you Pitch In! Groups from campuses
all over the country were awarded $8,750 last year by
par:ticipating in Pitch In! Week.
This year, Budweiser and ABC Radio Network will
again reward participating colleges, universities and
approved campus organizations who participate in Pitch
In! Week. Five groups will win $1,000 in first place
educational awards, five second place groups will win
$500, and five third place groups will win $250.·
For entry rules and the Pitch In! Week program kit,
simply send in the attached coupon.

----------------------------------1979 National College Pitch In! Week Of
April 2-6. Pitch In! And Win Cash.

If~u 

WOn't

read

these
7signals
Of'
cane-er...
_You probably
have
the 8th.
1. Change in bowel or
bladder habits.

I. A sore that does not
heal.

S. Unusual bleeding or

discharge.

4. Thickening or lump
in breast or elsewhere.
8. Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing.

8.0bviOUS change in
wart or mole.

7. Nagging cough or
NAME ____________~--------------------COLLEGE _________________________________

hoarseness.

ADDRESS _________________________________

A fear of cancer that
can prevent you from
det.ecting cancer at an
early sta€e. A sta€e
when it is highly curable. Everyone's afraid
of cancer. but don't let
it scare you to death.

CITY _______________ STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ __
ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS _____________________
Mail to: College Pitch In! Week Desk. c/ o ABC Radio Network
1330 Avenu e of the Americas. New York. NY 10019
Competition void where prohibited by law.

----------------------------------ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. ' ST. LOUIS

8.

lAmerican r...cer Society
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sports
UMSL losses to SEMO 98-75 in season finale
Greg Kavouras

This year's disastrous basketball campaign ended in fitting
fashion last Thursday night, as
the Rivermen were routed by the
Southeast Missouri State I n-

dians, 98-75, in the final regular
season game for both teams.
Southeast Missouri, which
. shot a sizzling 62.3 per cent
from the field, took a 37-30 lead
into the locker room at the
intermission and then iced the

victory in the second half.
The Indian's triumph was a
jOint effort , with six players
scoring in double figures. Seniors Marcus Harvey and Steve
Tappmeyer led the way with 20
and 14 points respectively.
UMSL juniord forward Alan
DeGeare paced all scorers as he
pumped in 24 points.
Southeast Missouri State,
which finished second in the
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic
Association with an 18-8 record,
now advances to the NCAA
Division II post-season tournament. The Rivermen closed out
their sad season with a 7-19
mark.

Hoosman ended his basketball
career at UMSL with a total of
1,351 points, which is second on
the all-time scoring list behind
BoEby Bone's 2,678.
RiCk Kirby, a transfer from
the University of Illinois, was
second on the team in scoring
with a 14.8 average. Alan De-

Geare was third with -12.9, and
William Harris was fourth with
12.8.
Freshman center Dennis
Benne led the team in rebounding with a 7.8 average.
For coach Chuck Smith, the
SEMO game marked his last as
a head coach. His career record
is 269-208.

RIVERMAN NOTES: With the
loss to SEMO, the Rivermen
completed thier worst season,
compiling a record of 7-19.
Senior forward Hubert Hoosman, who scored only eight
points against the Indians, led
the team in scoring for the
season with 18.1 points per
game.

READY, AIM, FIRE: UMSL's Rick Kirby scores against Eastern
Illinois [photo by Skip Price].

UMSL wrestling program
may be discontinued
Jeff Kuchno

-

The UMSL wrestling program,
which has had difficulty fielding
teams in the past few years,
may soon be no more.
On Feb. 27, the UMSL Athletic Committee held a meeting to
discuss the future of the wrestling program at UMSL. After
evaluating the team's various
problems, they voted to discontinue the program.
The committee will now pass
on its recommendation to UMSL
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman,
who will decide the fate of the
program once he returns from a
trip to Taiwan on March 12.
The committee based its recommendation on what they call
"a lack of interest in varsity
wrestling at UMSL."
In only two out of the last
eight seasons has UMSL fielded
a full team. It has forfeited
weight classes in several meets,
and has had difficulty recruiting
in the past few years.
The decision, however, has
stirred the ire of those ass0ciated with the wrestling program, and perhaps justifiably so.
"Chuck Smith asked me to file
a report at the end of the season
and I did, said Gary Wilson,
UMSL wrestling coach. "I knew
that the Athletic Committee was
going to hold a meeting, but I
didn't know that they would
recommend the wrestling program to be dropped." No one

I

from the wrestling program was
present at the meeting.
Another point that has Wilson
disturbed is the promises made
last year when the increased
Student Activities fee was
passed. "They said that when
the Activities fee was increased,
no intercollegiate sports would
be dropped," said Wilson .
"Now, less than one year later,
they are trying to drop the
wrestling program."
It will be hard for Wilson or
anyone else to change the Athletic Committee's decision, however. After all, the wrestling
program has been under a
watchful eye for the past few
years.
"They say that we have not
recruited well," said Wilson.
"Well, it's not easy recruiting
when the high school prospects
find out that the wrestling

program may be dropped at any
time. "
The UMSL wrestlers have
received support, though, from
Tom Bowden, a 1975 graduate of
UMSL and head wrestling coach
at Ritenour High Scnool.
" I have six or seven wrestlers
who are very interested in
coming to UMSL, said Bowden.

[See "Wrestling," page 20]

HE'S GOT THE REACH: UMSL's Hubert Hoosman [14], who
closed out an excellent career here, reaches for ball during the
game with EIU [photo by SkJp Price].

Canoon captures first place for UMSL' in regional meet
UMSL swimmer Leslie Cannon
won the ~yard breaststroke at
the Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women Regional
Championships March 1-3 in
Grinnell, Iowa.

Cannon also set a
record of 1:15.891 in
second in the 100-yard
stroke. UMSL's Patty
finished second in the
freestyle and fourth

varsity
placing
breastWilson
~yard

in the

Julie Mank placed fourth in
the 400-yard individual medley
and establ ished a new varsity
record with a time of 5:40.8.

against Tennessee-Martin. The
. Riverman netters ' first home
match is at 3pm, March 27,
against St. Louis University.
UMSL has 25 teams scheduled
on 15 dates.

UMSL also entered three relay
teams, with the 200-yard relay
placing seventh, the 200-yard

Tennis prepares for opener
uary and sophomores Guy
Knapp, Ken SchrOl;lder and AI
Wolk.

Men's tennis coa(fh Randy
Burkhart said he is optimistic
about his team's outlook for this
season, even though he has
improved the schedule.

UMSL was 13-11 under Burkhart last year in his first season
as the team's head coach. "If
we can put things together as I
hope we can," he said, "we
may have the talent to have a
fine season."

; 'We play a lot tougher opponents this year," Burkhart
said, "and we'll be counting on
four returning letterment to anReturning
chor our squad."

UMSL opens its men's tennis
season March 9-1 Q on the road

Rivermen are senior John Jan-

.c las' s~fied ad' (klat! a 'fled' ad), noun

100-yard freestyle. Wilson set a
new UMSL. record (57:89)
for the 100-yard event.

"We hope students will take
an interest in our matches,"
Burkhart said. "There's no
Charge and I think spectators
would enjoy the quality of tennis
in our matches."

freestyle team finishing ninth
and the 400-yard medley team
placing seventh.
The University of MinnesotaDuluth placed first among team
competition. Fifteen schools
were represented. UMSL finished seventh.

I. a brief advertisement, as in /newspaper

or m~~~zin~, typically one column wide, that offers or requests jobs, messages,
':a'le, etc. Also called CURRENT CLASSIFIEDS, as in free to .UMSL. stUdents,
and

82.50 to otherS·, . (~ome to~8 Blue Metal Buildj;n~).

less
-class
- -- -

(klas lis), adj.
I • . ·w~g snea~ers when you .a re theJ~~-tman.
.
•
'

\
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Coach ·Dix and baseball Rivermen prepare for opener;
The UMSL Riverman "baseball
squad will open its season this
Sunday, March 11, against the
University of Wisconsin-Platteville here at UMSL.
.
Here's a look at some of the
players who will attempt to lead
UMSL to another bann~ season:
ALL-AMERICANS
Already a twcrtime" AII-American , Greg Ready is cOnsidered
one of the toughest outs in
college baseball. " He'll beat you
anyway he can," said UMSL
baseball Coach Jim Dix. "Q)rnpetitors don' t come any tougher.
Other teams used to hate him.
Now they respect him."
Ready clearly has earned that
respect with his abilities. As a
sophomore, his .417 average was
thirteenth best in the nation and
broke the UMSL school record.
Then last year as a junior, he
led the North Central Region
batting with a .459 average.
An outstanding base runner,
Ready stole 37 bases in 37
attempts during last season's
4O-game schedule. Last y~, he
averaged more than .one RBI per
game and more than one run
scored per game.
Even though he began last
season as a lead-off man , be was
switched to third in the batting
order and responded by smashing the school ' s season RBI
record . He also holds UMSL
season records for the most hits,
most consecutive hits and most
times at bat. In 'n-78, he was
chosen as USML's tv10st Valu-

able Player ano was anmecl to
the NCAA first-team for. District

Returning All-Americans

V.
Last summer, he finished among the top five hitters in the
tough Valley Baseball League,
playing for Staunton, Virginia.
\l\lhiJe there, he set in VBL
season record for stolen bases.
An outstanding team leader, he
is co-captain of the 78-79 Rivermen.
All-American
honorable
mention as a sophomore, skj p
Mann is co-captain of the '78-79
Rivermen and clearly the defensive leader. He has professional
scouts excited because of his
steady fielding, good speed and
range and strong arm. Mann
continues to improve his hitting
as wei I. Last year, he batted
.312 for the Rivermen and then
moved to Stauton, Virginia
where he finished among the top
five hitters in the tough Valley
Baseball League.
His ability .has earned him an
invitation to play this coming
summer in the prestigious Alaskan League. Although unheralded as a high school player, he
is becominQ one of the best
college shortstops in the game.
He also was nemed to the NCAA
first team Division I I District V
baseball squad last year.
RETURNEES

-

Jim Lockett, an outstanding
All-American candidate, is a key
to UMSL's success offensively
and defensively. " Jim's a steady, all-around player," said Dix.
"Not only is he a great hitter

Greg Ready
and fielder, he runs the bases
well, he bunts well and does all
the other fundamentals wei I. "
Lockett entered the Valley Baseball League after the season
started last summer, but still
represented Staunton, Virginia
as a VBl All-Start and just
missed the League batting
crown. Lockett will play either
center .or right field and probatr
Iy will bat second in the line up.
Marty Flores another bonafide
All-American candidate, was a
third-team NCAA District V selection last season. Dix said
Flores is perhaps the best pure

Key ' Returnin'g starters

Skip Mann
hitter on the Riverman squad.
Always a consistent hitter, he
has made outstanding improvements in his defensive abilities.
"Marty's arm has always been
very strong but now he has
demonstrated he can block balls
inthe dirt, handle pitchers and
call a smart game," Dix said.
He is expected to bat in t,he
clean up spot and will be'counted on to drive in a lot of
runs for the Rivermen.
Steve Karrasch was moved
from behind the plate and has
responded with great defensive
play at third base. Dix called
him a " gutsy player" with a
good arm who "seelT\') to always
be in the right spot at the right
time." Karrasch often comes up
with the 'big play' and is the
kind of player USML looks to in
a clutch situation.
PITCHING
Keith Kimball, a relief hurler
last year, is known for " keeping
his cool" in tough situations. An
outstanding short reliever, he is
expected to see considerable
, action this year as a starter. Dix
said he has an improved curveball this year to go along with
his already established good
fast-ball.

Rick Tibbles is UMSL's only
lefthander among the pitching
crew. He had a disappointing
sophomore season after a great
freshman year. Dix is confident
that Tibbles has turned th ings
around and he is expected to be
a big stopper again this season.
Tibbles is known for his outstanding curve ball.

John Van Esler, coming to
UMSL from Florissant Vall ey
Junior Q)lIege, could be AIIAmerican material if his arm is
healthy. Although his statistics
may not reflect it, Dix said, Van
Esler was the Rivermen's best
pitcher last season. He is questionable this year because of his
sore arm but will be outstanding
if hi.s physical problems are
eliminated.

Although this season marks
only the third for Lenny Klaus
as a pitc.her, Dix labels him as a
potential All-American. the reason is that Klaus has made great
improvement to the point where
his also a potential professional
baseball prospect. WithJohn Van
Esler's arm trouble, Klaus could
be the Rivermen 's number one
pitcher. He will be counted on in
UMSL's big games this season.

'Ready is one of the toughest outs
in college baseball, and Mann is a
Ji'm Lockett

Marty Flores

Steve Karrasch

steadying influence on the infield ... '

UMSL pitching hopefuls

Keith Kimball

Rick Tibbles

John Van Esler

Lenny Klaus
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Veterans and newcomers look for banner season
Rankin and Stellern -lead impressive corps of freshmen

Steve Jones

FRESHMEN
Steve Jones has shown great
potential. He has a very good
arm and a lively fastball. When
his control is right, he is as
tough anyone on the staff. Jones
will be counted on to win against
UMSL's toughest opponents.
Dan Rankin, an outstanding
defensive second baseman, has
a great arm and is a good
contact hitter. He has adequate
sped. Dix called him perhaps the
best freshman player ever at
USML. He has great baseball
sense and maintains surperb
composure on the field for a
young player.
Steve Ahlbrand is an outstanding freshman pitcher. He
has a good sinking fastball and
is very capable of stepping in as
a freshman and winning some
key games for the Rivermen.
Mike Stell ern could blossom
into a professional baseball prospect, said baseball cca:h Jim
Dix. "He has the size, power,
and speed that pro scouts look
for." Statlern needs to improve
his contact at the plate. here's
no question he's one of UMSL's
top recruits in several years.

Dan Rankin

Steve Ahlbrand

John Yancey

Transfers

John Yancey has shown outstanding power at the plate.
Defensively, he has a quick
release on his throw but needs
more experience to improve his
overall abilities. yancey is improving his contact at the plate
and is expected to get some
playing time as a back-up to
Marty Flores.

TRANSFERS
Wardell Thacker transferred
to UMSL after attending Grambling University. He has outstanding speed and potential.
Dix sid he could be a great
college player. He makes good
contact at the plate and is a
good outfielder because of his
speed.
Jj

Joe Pashia, a transfer form
Florissant Valley Junior College,
is expected to do the job in the
middle of the line up. He
doesn't have great power, but
he has consistent ability to drive
in runs. Dix called him a
"Heady player" with a steady
glove at first base.
Sam Sibala, a transfer from
Allen County Junior College in
Tola, Kansas, is the only River-

' ... We have better overall defense, more
speed and we'll score more runs than
last year'
Jim Dix - UMSL baseball coach

Wardell Thacker

man from outside the st. Louis
metropolitan area. He brings
with him excellent physical abilIties. He may be the fastest man
on the team and is the best
defensive outfielder with great
range and has good jump on the
ball. "Defensively, Sam is a
major leaguer," said Dix. "He
needs to improve his ability to
make contact at the plate.

COACHES
UMSL head baseball coach
Jim Dix says all the batting an
pitching statistics that most
baseball fans treasure don't
mean much to him. He looks at
the won-loss columns. After

John Kazanas

Joe Pashia

three years as UMSL's head
cca:h, he has to like the statistics in which he is interested.
Dix has compiled a three year
record of 81-46, for a winning
percentage of .638. The Rivermen have gone to NCAA postseason action in each of the
three seasons.
Dix has established a reputation for building his teams
largely form "no name" players.
Although some Rivermen have
-had impressive high school or
junior college credentials, Dix
has a knack for taking the
athletes who haven't received as
much attention and then turning
them into top collegiate players.

A tough competitor, Oix believes In speed, determination
and a never~y-die attitude as a

UMSL coaches

Jim Dix

Mike Stellern

Jim Winkelmann

key ingredients to suooess on the
baseball field. He knows firsthand what good competition Is
all about. A native St. Louisan,
he was a three-year letterman in
baseball at St. Louis Univesity.
In 1965, he was captain of the
SLU basebaJ I tearn. Dix played
professional baseball for six
years in the New York Mets and
Montreal Expos minor league
systems. While playing for
Class-A teams in the New Yor1<Pennsylvania and Carolina
Leagues, he twice (1966-67) was
voed to All-Star teams. Later,
Dix played Class AAA baseball
for Jacksonville and Buffalo.
Dix served three years as an
assistant baseball cca:h under
UMSL's Fred Nelson before
taking over the top spot before
the '7~76 campaign. Dix also
serves as UMSL's supervisor of
intercollegiate events, coordinator of ticket sales and supervisor
of fields and courts.

Sam S'bala
After guiding the '76-77 Rivermen to the College World Series, he was named District Five
Coach of the Year by the
American Association of College
Baseball Coaches.

John Kazanas is in his third
season as a Riverman assistant
cca:h. As a first baseman and
designated hitter in 1976 for
UMSL, he tied the school record
for doubles and led the tearn In
batting with a .381 average, 36
RBI's and 74 total bases. Kazanas' career slugging percentage
of .594 is the best in the school's
history.
During his six years at UMSL,
Kazanas has worked in the
UMSL sports information office
twice has served as acting sports
information director. e also assists in athletic event supervision and serves as the public
address voice of Riverman s0ccer and basketball.
Former UMSL Ali-American
Jim Winkelmann enters his first
season as a student cca:hing aid
for the Rivermn. A graduate of
Riverview Gardens High School
and Florissant Valley Junior
College, he achieved national
prominence as a junior when he
batted .345 and set school records with 12 doubles and 43
RBI's, while playing a key role
in leading UMSL to the College
Baseball VVorld Series.
Winkelmann played five posi-,
tions before settling at first base
for the Rivermen. His senior
year, he again topped the .300
batting mark.
[Photos courtesy Sports Infonnatlon]
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UMSL coaches are hot on recruiting trail
Jeff Kuchno
It's recruiting time for women's basketball, and hot on the
trai I of the top high school
prospects in the area are UMSL
coaches Carol Gomes and Andy
Smith.
"We don't know exactly
where we stand on a lot of the
players, but we're definitely
optimistic," said Smith, UMSL's
assistant coach and active recruiter. "We're looking for the
athletes who have been well
coached, disciplined on fundamentals, and have the ability to
step right in and play."
Although many teams look for
the best player available, Smith
sees it as a must to satisfy
UMSL's top priorities first.
According ·to Smith, UMSL's
top three priorities are: (1) "A
physical center. We need a taller
center. Someone at least six feet
tailor better who can score
inside and be very rrobile. We
need someone who can dominate
a game."
(2) "A point guard. Someone
who is a natural guard and can
control the ball. Since we have
only one natural guard, we need
a few players who will add depth
at the guard position."
(3) "Two forwards. One who
can play inside and the other
who can shoot from the outside.
We need these players to compi iement what we have at the
forward position."
Two excellent players who fit
the mold of priority number one
are Beth Casey of Parkway
North and Lynn Strubberg of
Union. Both are six feet tall and
possess the skills Smith and
Gomes are looking for.
"Casey is one of the most
phYSical centers in the area,"
said Smith.
"She's very
strong." Casey was recently
named to the All-Suburban West
Conference first team for the
second year in a ,row.

"Strubberg is also phsycial
and quite mobile," said Smith.
"She's a very dedicated athlete." Strubberg performed superbly at the state tournament a
couple of weeks ago.
To satisfy priority number
two, UMSSL is looking at several guard candidates, including
a pair of first team all-ronference players from Parkway
North, 5-foot-9-inch Olris Meier
and 5-foot-7-inch Lori Davidson.
"Meier is an excellent passing
guard and a good shooter," said
Smith. "Davidson, though, is
probably the best overall guard
in the St. Louis area. She is a
smart player who uses her
head."
Other prospects at guard are
Julie Goessling, a 5-foot-4-inch
skilled' playmaker from St. Joseph's Academy, and June Varley, a 5-foot-7-inch sharpshooter
from Clayton.
There are several top prospects at forward in the St.s

Louis area and the hone who is
high on most everyone's list is
Caroline Drain, a 5-foot-11-inch
offensive terror from St. Joe's.
Smith seems to think UMSL
has just as good a chance to
land Drain as anyone else.
"They (St. Joe's) play the same
type of offense that we do, so
she collid step right in and play
for us," he said. "Caroline is a
great leaper and possesses outstanding offensive skills. However, she needs improvement on
her defense. "
"Caroline would be a big
drawing card in the St. Louis
area if she came to UMSL. Her
friends and relatives would get a
chance to see her play."
UMSL's chances of signing
Drain are rather slim, though,
because she has received many
offers from out of town. She will
probably wait a while before
making a decision.
Other top forward prospects in
the picture for UMSL are Mary

Humphrey, a 5-foot-10-inch leaper from University City and Jane
Hart from Visitation.
"We don't need to replace
anybody," Smith said of the
recruiting process. "But, we
need more depth for next year,
so that we're able to go to our
bench and wi n some ball
games."
"We definitely need a big
center, though," he said. "We
just can't keep up with the
teams that have 6-foot-2-inch
and 6-foot-3-inch centers. Sandy
Burkhardt did a good job for us
at center, but she's only 5-foot10. She would help us a lot more
at forward."

"The addition of a big center
would give us more versatility."
"We also could use a J.V.
program," he said. "We need
players who can gain experience
and eventually help us a few
years down the road."
This is not to say that Smith is
looking past next year. On the
contrary, Smith expects the
women cagers to be a top
contender for the state championship next season.
"I saw signs of greatness at
the end of the season," said
Smith. "We are just a few
players away from having an
excellent team."

Meeting to be held
On Wednesday, March 14,
1979 a meeting will be held in
room 218 Mark Twain Multi-purpose building for any women
interested in playing field hoc-

key for UMSL in the fall. The
meeting will start at 3:30pm and
last approximately one-half hour.
All interested should try to
attend.
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Wrest·l ing from page 17
"It would be terrible if UMSL
discontinued its wrestling program. UMSL is the ideal place
for St. Louis area high school
wrestlers, who want to stay in
town, to go."
"The only other area colleges
who offer wrestling are SIU and
Washington U.," he said. "It
costs a fortune to go to those
two schools, while it is much
more economical to go to
UMSL."
"It's not fair to the high
school wrestlers and to the
excellent wrestlers at UMSL who
would be coming back next
year. "

GET YOUR CAREER
OFFTOA
FLYING 5T ART
It tokes four years to get a
college degree. How long will
it toke you to get a good job?
If you haven't settled on a
compony or corporation yet,
why nat get your executive
career off to a flying start as
a pilot or navigator in the
United States Air Force? It's
the finest flight program in
the world, the poy Is excellent.
and you'll enjoy the prestige
that goes with the silver wings
of on Air Farce pilot or navIgator.
It's one of the finest opportunities in the nation. And a
great place to gain executive
experience with million dollar
responsibility. Find out today
about the Air Force flight program. Contact
SSgt. Bob Jad<aon
9742 La:kland Road
Overland, Me 63114
(314) 426«J9O
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